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EIGHTH WINTER SCHOOL ON ABSTRACT ANALYSIS (1980) 

Birkhoff variety theorem for finite algebras 

Oan Reiterman 

Let T/ be a non-void class of algebras of a joint type 

T . The famous Birkhoff variety theorem [lj states: V is a 

variety iff it is definable by equations for polynomial sym

bols., The former means that 1/ is closed under formation of 

products, subalgebras and homomorphic images. The latter means 

that there is a family E of equations p-=q , where p, q 

are polynomial symbols, such that an algebra A of the type 

T belongs to 1f iff for each equation p=q in E the in

duced operations p* , q* coincide. 

Our aim is to formulate Birkhoff theorem for finite al

gebras. Recall that, e.g., finite groups, viewed as algebras 

with one binary operation, cannot be defined by equations in 

polynomial symbols in spite of being closed under formation of 

finite products, subalgebras and homomorphic images. The clas

ses of finite algebras with the latter property will be called 

varieties of finite algebras. We shall characterize them by 

equations for implicit operations. 

An n-ary implicit operation in a class (L of algebras 

of a type T is a rule Jf assigning to each algebra A € tZ 

an n-ary operation J A : An—->• A in a way, compatible with 

each homomorphism h : A—>B in the natural sense: 

JB(ha1,...,han) « h X ^ , , , , ^ ) for all a±
 a

n ^
A • 

Clearly, each polynomial symbol induces an implicit operation; 

implicit operations arising in this way will be called expli-
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cit. Thus, in the Birkhoff theorem above, polynomial symbols 

can be replaced by explicit operations. Moreover, if CL is 

the class of all (both finite and infinite) algebras of a gi

ven type then, by Lawvere \j>\ , implicit and explicit opera

tions coincide. Hence our main result is a direct finite ana

logue of the Birkhoff theorem: 

Theorem. Let (L be a variety of finite algebras of a finite 

(finitary) type. A non-void class 1fC(L is a variety of fi

nite algebras iff it is definable by) equations for implicit 

operations in (L . 

Example 1. Groups. In the variety (L of finite monoids defi

ne a unary implicit operation Ti as follows. Given a finite 

monoid A -= (Xf#fl) and an x€:X , let ^&(*) D e t n e only 

idempotent contained in the subsemigroup of A generated by 

x . Then the equation ^(x) « 1 defines the variety of fini

te groups. 

Example 2. Permutations. Let &> be the class of all finite 

algebras with one unary operation f . For every algebra A » 

e (X,fA) let JiA = fA where n is the least non-negative 

integer such that f? is idempotent. Then Ji is an implicit 

operation [4J . The equation J (x) = x defines the variety 

of permutations, i.e. finite algebras A with fA bijective. 

Remark. Another characterization of varieties of finite alge

bras was given by Eilenberg and Schutzenberger [_2J : Every va

riety If of finite algebras of a finite type is defined ulti

mately by a sequence p = q of equations for polynomial 

symbols in the sense that an algebra belongs to If iff it sa

tisfies the equation p = q for all sufficiently large n . 

Our approach was inspired by the work of Rosicky- and Polak [4j 

who showed that finite algebras admit many implicit operations 
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which are not explicit. 

The proof of our theorem utilizes topological methods 

which we are going to sketch here. Let £1 denote the set 

of all n-ary implicit operations in (L . With each algebra 

A G (L , let us associate a pseudometric dA on ii _ where 
»̂ n 

(1) d A ( F # 4 ) . o if JA =- gA , dA( Jf , e) « i 

otherwise. 

Since isomorphic algebras induce the same pseudometrics, the 

family {dA; AG (Lj is countable and hence we can make it in

to a sequence {d^} which induces a single pseudometric, in 

fact, a metric 

(2) JL 2-kd. . 
k K 

This makes H. a metric space. 

Lemma. _Q. is compact. 
n 

Remark. The set JX of explicit operations is dense in IL 
— n r r n 

Hence implicit operations can be topologically reconstructed 

from the explicit ones: Jl is a completion of .12. . 

Now if a class of finite algebras is defined by equations 

for implicit operations then it is obviously a variety of fini

te algebras. Conversely, let W be a variety of finite algebras. 

Define a pseudometric d ^ on J2n by the sum (2) restrict

ed to summands corresponding to algebras in W . 

Lemma. An algebra A belongs to V iff the map 

id : {Q-n ,d«y)—*(ILn ,dA) is continuous for every n . 

Let E be the family of all equations for implicit operati

ons which are satisfied by all algebras in V . If an alge

bra A G (L satisfies all equations in E then AGW by the 

following lemma applied to o = d^ f C « dA . 
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Leownia. Let M be a compact we trie space and let 6 , (f be 

continuous pseudo.netrlcs on M . Then the nap id : (M. S)—*-

—»(H»€f) is continuous iff ^(x.y) « O implies d*(x.y) « 

m o for all x.yGN . 
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